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1 Introduction

The real time formulation (RTF)[1,2] of finite-temperature field theory has been used
extensively to study a number of problems. This formulation is more appropriate to study
transition processes than the more familiar imaginary time approach (ITF)[3] since no
analytic continuation is necessary to reach the physical region. The two formalisms agree in
the calculation of the self-energy and the thermodynamic potential [2] , for example, but it
has been recently pointed out in several papers that contradictory results are obtained when
attempts are made to extract a /^-function at finite temperature at the one-loop level[4]-
[H]. Furthermore, different results are obtained with the real time formalism depending
on the choice of the renormalisation point[4,5,9,10]. In ITF the renormalized coupling, at
fixed M, behaves as gh(T) ~ MjT whereas one finds, for example, g\{T) ~ (MjT)* in
RTF [9,10]. Part of the problem can be traced back to the fact that there is no simple
connection between Green's functions in the two formalisms. Indeed, in the real time
approach there is a doubling of the number of degrees of freedom: a "ghost" field (type 2
field) is associated to each physical (type 1) field so that there are in general 2" ra-point
Green's functions since each line can be either "physical" or a "ghost". It has been said
that external lines have to be of type 1 as they should correspond to physical states. This
argument is not convincing since even in the simple case of the self energy it is not Su
which has a physical interpretation but a function S which differs from Sn in its imaginary
part [12,13]. It is the function E which agrees with the continued imaginary time results. In
fact, Sn is not an analytic function and therefore not a good candidate for the self energy
in the real time approach. It should not then be a surprise that a /^-function derived from
a study of the 3-point function Fm in RTF differs from the results obtained in ITF as one
does net expect Fm to have the correct analytic structure.

A connection between RTF and ITF Green's functions has recently been discussed
independently in a series of papers by Kobes [14] and Evans [15]. In the following we
come back to this aspect from a rather different point of view. In particular, it was not
clear in [14] whether the combination of RTF Green's functions which was identified with a
particular analytic continuation of the ITF functions would occur in a practical calculation
in the real time formalism. Furthermore we note that in RTF, the propagators are 2 x 2
matrices with off diagonal elements proportional to £-functions. It is not clear how physical
amplitudes can be extracted from Green's functions under these conditions. We find it
more appropriate to work in a formulation where the propagators are diagonal and do not
contain such singularities as ^-functions. We expect the causality properties of Green's
functions to be more obvious in such a representation. Unlike Kobes, we work entirely in
momentum space and naturally obtain Green's functions without reference to a definite
ordering of the vertices.

In the next section, we consider a massive A^3 field theory in the real-time formalism
using a general contour (Fig. 1). We introduce a new set of Feynman rules, derived in
an obvious way from the usual ones, such that the propagators are diagonal and have



the usual T = O form while all the temperature dependence appears in the vertices: this
is just the opposite of the usual rules! One can then naturally define new ra-point func-
tions. We find it convenient to work with advanced and retarded propagators rather than
with Feynman propagators since this allows us to write simple integral representations of
Green's functions. Before applying these rules, we review in section 3 the imaginary time
formalism at the one-loop level and write the analytically continued n-point function as
a four dimensional loop integral of the usual form. This makes the comparison with the
RTF results straightforward. In section 4 we apply our new rules to construct the 2-, 3-
and 4-point functions: at the one-loop level they have a simple integral representation with
the property that the integrand is linear in the thermal factors of the internal lines (as
in ITF) and that no ill-defined products of £—functions appear. The connection with the
continued ITF results is then discussed. In section 5 we present the two-loop expressions
for the self-energy and the vertex and again we show the equivalence with 2- and 3-point
functions obtained in the imaginary time formalism. This equivalence should hold to any
number of loops. As an outcome of our study, we believe that the newly defined functions
are more "physical" than those based on the use of type 1 and type 2 fields and also that
our results should make the calculations in the real time formalism easier.

2 Definitions, propagators, vertices

In the real time approach, with the contour in the complex time plane characterized
by an arbitrary parameter <r, 0 < cr < 0, (see Fig.l) the propagator of a particle of mass
m has the following matrix form

-\D2l(k) /M*) r ( f c )

where S(k) = 1 for bosons and (Jk + m) for fermions and

D1, (Jb) = D"22{k) = 0(Jb0)Ap(A) - tf(-*o)A>(*) + Ve{ko)n{k0) [Ap(Jb) + A (̂Jb)]

A2(Jb) = V e{ko) n(fco) e'*» [Ap(fe) -I- A>(*)] (2.2)
= e(*o) »(*o) e""*** [ M * ) + A>(*)]

with Tj = +1 for bosons, T/ = — 1 for fermions and x = (3{ko — fi). In the plasma rest frame,
the thermal distribution function is

(2.3)

The usual Feynman propagator at zero temperature is

One may note [IQ] that the choice <T = /3/2 leads to the usual symmetric form of the
propagators, while the choice O- = O corresponds to the cutting rules of Kobes and Semenoff



[13]. The 3 particle interaction vertex, —igabci is simply — ig if all lines are of type 1
(a = b = c = 1) and +ig if all lines are of type 2. In any other cases, the vertex vanishes.
External particles, and as a consequence the vertices attached to external particles are
always of type 1 whereas internal vertices may be of both types. A summation over both
types of internal vertices, in a given topology, must be done to insure the cancellation of
ill-defined products of ^-functions.

In the following we study various diagonalization procedures of the propagator, eq.(2.1).
For clarity we consider here only the case of a scalar particle with vanishing chemical
potential fi. The general case of a boson or a fermion with chemical potential is left for
appendix A. In a first scheme, it is possible to diagonalize the propagator with two matrices
U\, V^ according to

D = U1D1V1 (2.5)

where

a - ( ï A )
The most general form of the U\, Vi matrices is

(2.7)

bie^ [9(-k0) + e(K)e-^} \
c, )

where 6|, c\ are arbitrary functions of fc0 and

Z1 = [e^9(k0) - $[-k>)] n(*o). (2.8)

For the standard contour choice a = /3/2, one recovers the well-known result

ch 6 sh 0

where we have set

ch0 =

s h * = .A .-„ . , (2.10)

with w = I feu I and the choice b\ = c\ = Z\'1.
We prefer to work in an alternative diagonalization scheme where the matrices U and

V do not contain any 0-function nor do they involve |fco| in the statistical weights. When
calculating higher-order diagrams this will prove to be an advantage since constraints like



energy-momentum conservation at the vertices will be easily implemented and relatively
simple expressions will then follow. Let us note that the real time propagator can be
written as

D(k) - n(*u) y e{0_)ko [Afi(jfe) _ AA{k)] An{k) _ e0hoA ((fc) J (2.11)

where A/?(/b) and A.4(&) are the retarded and advanced propagators defined by

I * \
J fe 2 -m 2 + iefco 2fi/t

A ' ^ ^ = A2 - m2 - ieko = 2fi^ U 0 - fi* - ie " A0 + n* - ie) ^ '1 2^

with îlfc = (m2 + fc2)'/2. This can now be decomposed as

D = UDV (2.13)

where

with the following choice of the matrices

U{k)-n{ko)e ^ (1 /6 ( j f e ) ) e-,*o 1 / c ( f c ) ) (2.15)

and

where ô(fc),c(ft) are arbitrary functions. We will need the inverse matrices,

c(k)
(2.17)

One can note the following relation

CT(Jb) V{k) = V-l{k)U-l(k) = T3 (2.18)

Of course, the introduction of the diagonal propagator D(k) = diag(AR, AA) is a matter
of convenience. One could have introduced instead diag(A/j,—A,.j) (change c(k) to — c{k)
in U(k)) or diag(A..i, AR) (change U and V to UTX and TiV). The physics content of the
discussion in the following sections would be the same.



It is interesting to compare the factorization approaches based on eqs.(2.6) and (2.14).
For ku > 0, the two diagonal propagators D\ and D coincide since A/j = A/.- and A..j =
A'r, but for ha < 0 we have D\ = diag (A..i,-A/j). Thus, there is a close relationship
between the two methods but for the reasons given above we prefer to work with eq.(2.14).
Let us note that in the diagonalization scheme eq.(2.14) there is no need to introduce
the concept of ghost fields. Furthermore <T has no obvious interpretation and it is an
arbitrary parameter in the matrices U(k) and V(k). All physically relevant amplitudes are
independent on the choice of <r and the functions b(k) and c(k).

VVe now construct new rules, for evaluating Feynman diagrams, based on the diagonal-
ization scheme eq.(2.14). The propagator D is the same as for a free field at 0 temperature
but both the retarded and advanced propagators AR and A.4 contribute. The matrices
U(k) and V(k) are absorbed in the definition of new vertices: (7(AJ) is associated to an out-
going line while V(k) is associated to an incoming line. AIi the temperature dependence
which is contained in U(k) and V(AJ) will then appear in the vertices. Let us consider
a vertex with all lines incoming as in Fig. 2a). We then naturally define a new vertex
function

- i~(c<i3P(p,q,r) = -igabc Vaa{p) V0b{q) Vpc{v) (2.19)

with the momentum constraint p + q + r = 0. In the following, a summation over repeated
indices is understood. Latin indices (0,6,...) take the usual values 1 (for particles) and
2 (for ghosts) while Greek indices (a, /3,...) take the values R (for retarded) and A (for
advanced). Our vertex functions, and in general, any amplitudes are labeled by the Greek
indices (a,/3,...) according to the retarded or advanced type of each external line. The
general expression of this new vertex function is easily obtained from eqs.(2.15), (2.16) and
one finds

7,»iP(p,q,r) = g b(p)s°H(q)*Bn(r)s>«{-c(p)M^ (2.20)

where
Po = Pl)S0R + q0SpR + T0SpR. (2.21)

One can likewise define three other types of vertices depending on the relative ori-
entation of the momenta. They are shown in Fig. 2 b), c), d) respectively with the
corresponding expressions

= gabc Vaa{p) V0b{q) Ucp(r), p + q = r

= 9atK VQa(p) Uba(q) Ucp{r), p = q + r (2.22)

= gabc Uaa(p) Ub0{q) Ucp(r), p + q + r = 0

Expressions similar to eq.(2.20) can be derived for the above vertices but they are not
very illuminating and we do not show them here. The functions introduced in eqs.(2.19)
and (2.22) are of course not all independent but they are related by "crossing relations".
For example in0[p(p, q; r) and "fQ0P{Pi 9> —r) differ by the reversal of momentum r. One can
obviously in Fig. 2b) consider — r as an incoming momentum and write

, q, -r) = gabc Vaa{p) V0b{q) V^(-r) (2.23)



Expressing now fa0\P of eq.(2.22) with the help of the above function it comes out

7«**(P» r, r) = Ucp(r) V-J ( - r ) 7<wv(P> 9, -r) (2.24)

This reduces to

Sf| ,-r) (2.25)

The important point in eqs.(2.25) is that the vertex function 7«/3;p with outgoing momen-
tum T and associated index p = R,A is equal, up to a normalization factor, to the vertex
of type fn(ip with incoming momentum —r and conjugated index /J= A, R. The arbitrari-
ness of the functions b(r) and c(r) can be used to simplify the above relation. Thus, the
choice 6(-r)c(r) = n(ro)e<7To, gives trivially

7a0ip(p, 1\ r) = 7«w(p, q, -r) (2.26)

The other types of vertices can similarly be related to the vertex function 7«ap. Obviously
one can derive (see Fig. 2c), d))

-q, -r)

p . -9 . -^ ) (2.27)

These relations, which will be repeatedly used when constructing loop diagrams, show
that it is sufficient to study the properties of the vertex of type 7a/îp(p»9>")» A general
expression was given in eq.(2.20) but one can make a specific choice of the arbitrary func-
tions b{p),c{p) to considerably reduce the algebra. Setting for example, b(p) = l,c(p) =
n(po)e<TPo

! one obtains

= 9 [-n(p0)]*- [-nfo,)]*" [-n(r0)]^ {X - e~0P°) (2.28)

where P0 is defined by eq.(2.21). One notes thjit all dependence on the real time integration
contour (i.e. on the variable <r) has disappeared and that the real-time Feynman rules
(<r = 1/2) or the cutting rules (<r = 0) lead to the same function. Explicitely one has:

7RiHi{Piq,r) = 7.4.\.4 (p, q, r) = 0
7K/u(p,?,r) = g (2.29)

= -9 ffffff = -g (1 + "(go) + n{TQ)) ~ -g N(qo,ro)

and similar relations obtained by cyclic permutation and via eqs.(2.26), (2.27). The vertices
just derived, together with the propagator eq.(2.14) allow us to construct any Feynman
diagram.



The interpretation of some of the relations eq.(2.29) is obvious and is a consequence of
causality and/or momentum conservation. Consider the vertex jnnn(p,q,r). Technically
it vanishes because in that case P = p + ç + r = 0 and the right most factor in eq.(2.28)
vanishes. This result can be interpreted in the light of the causality principle: an incom-
ing line of the retarded type corresponds to a particle emitted by the source, propagating
forward in time to the space-time region where it interacts with the other particles. Sim-
ilarly an incoming line of the advanced type corresponds to a particle which propagates
backward in time. It may be considered as an antiparticle propagating forward in time.
The vanishing of fnnn and 7.1.1,1 means simply that three particles or antiparticles cannot
disappear in a sink. Similar considerations can be done to interpret the vanishing aiuuui
and 7;,i.u in the case of three outgoing particles, i.e. three particles or antiparticles pro-
duced spontaneously. We may generalize this rule to a process with an arbitrary number
of incoming or outgoing lines, all of the retarded or advanced types, or, using the crossing
relations, to any process with all incoming lines of the retarded type and all outgoing lines
of the advanced type or conversly. Evans [15] has noticed that for any amplitude, two
components vanish and relate this to the largest and smallest time equation of Kobes and
Semenoff [13]. On the contrary fniiA describes the annihilation of two fields propagating
forward in time into a field moving backward i.e. an antiparticle moving forward.

In general, to the usual amplitude FaiXb}(pi',qj) associated with incoming particles of
types a, and momenta p, and outgoing particles of types bj and momenta </_,•, we associate a
transformed amplitude Faivij(Pi] Ij) where a, and /3j are the retarded and advanced indices
of incoming and outgoing particles, according to

F,U-MP» Qj) = Vaiai(Pi)... Fai.bj Ubj(ij(qj)... (2.30)

the summation being performed on the repeated indices. For example, consider a process
Pi —» qj assumed to be mediated by the virtual particle of momentum k (Fig. 3a). The
corresponding Feynman amplitude may be written as the product of two amplitudes G
and H:

- iFa^Piiqj) = E (-i)GarÀPn k) Dcd{k) (-i)Hdibi(k]qj) (2.31)

Using eq.(2.30) and the decomposition eq.(2.13), it is easily shown that the transformed
amplitude is also a product of transformed amplitudes

= H ) 2 {
lA{pn k) AA(k) HA;0j{k;9j)) (2.32)

In the following we shall be concerned by the process p, - • qj via two intermediate
particles of momenta k and k' = Ep, — k (Fig. 3b) . Following the steps leading to the
previous equation it is easily shown that the transformed amplitude can then be written
as a sum of four terms



The last two equations illustrate the fact that, in thermal field theories, it is necessary to
sum over both retarded and advanced types of propagators for internal lines. This is in
contrast with the case of field theory at 0 temperature.

We will find that the transformed amplitudes F have well defined causality properties,
i.e. a well defined analytical structure which can be readily compared to the possible
analytical continuations of the imaginary time functions. Furthermore, since the functions
F are constructed in the real time formalism and appear naturally in any RTF calculations,
the connection between the two formalisms should be easily done. The causality structure
of the functions F reflects itself in the fact that the external indices are labeled R or A and
are to be connected to retarded or advanced propagators respectively. We interpret the
transformed amplitude Fai-^{jpi\qj) as the transition amplitude of the process p\ +Pi— —*
Qi + ?2... if all external particles are of the retarded type.

In section 4 we shall apply these results to find explicit expressions for one loop ampli-
tudes but we turn first to a reanalysis of the ITF results.

3 Imaginary time formalism for one-loop amplitudes

We discuss in this section the case of scalar particles with vanishing chemical potential
/Lt. The general case of fermions and fi ^ 0 is treated in appendix B.I where applications
of the formalism can also be found. Let us consider a single loop zero temperature Green's
function of the form

»i) (3-1)

where k is the 4-momentum of one of the lines in the loop and the function / is essentially
a product of propagators of the form :

f(k;Pj) = h(k',Pj)J[i/l(k - Q9)
2 - m] + ie) (3.2)

a

where ft, is a regular function and (k — Qs) is the 4-momentum of the line s with Q, a linear
combination of the external momenta Pj of the form

(3-3)
j

The corresponding finite temperature Green's function is

^ (3.4)



where W11 = nil is the discrete Matsubara frequency replacing fcu (with Cl = 2nT) and
U)11̂  — rijil are the Matsubara frequencies of the external lines. The function / is now:

f(wn,k;iwn., ft) = h(iun,k]iun.,pj)Yl»'/[(«"„ - Q0J2 - flj] (3.5)

with
&. = ECsjiwnj , Q a = E ^ i A a n d ^ = (*-Qs)

2+mJ. (3.6)
i i

Physical amplitudes in this formalism are obtained by summing first on all internal
frequencies and then performing an analytic continuation to real energies of the external
particles [2]. We derive in this section a general expression of the various analytic contin-
uations of eq.(3.4) as a four-dimensional integral (see eq.(3.16) below). The latter form
makes the comparison with the RTF amplitudes very easy. In the following, we omit the
space components of momenta for simplicity. Introducing the function

u{z) = i[a* + !]/[«* - 1]

= n(«) + j (3.7)

which has poles at 2 = 2inir/(3 = iwn with residue T = 1//3, we may write for any function

n) = JL f dzf(z)u(z) = JL I dzf{z)u{z) = -Y1R. «(*) (3.8)

where C is the set of small oriented contours around the poles z = iun (Fig. 4a). This set
may be deformed to become Cy and C2 (Fig. 4b), whose union is C, and if f(z) decreases
faster than |JK|~1 as z —> 00, the contour C may be completed by two half-circles at infinity
to become C" (Fig. 4c). In the last form, zv are the poles of f(z) such JRe zv\ > 0, with
the residues Ru. If the function f(z) is of the form eq.(3.5), it has the poles Qo. ± Os. The
expression (3.8) becomes

£ ^ u(Û, +Q0,)

+ $o.-Ôv)2-n;,] + (n.--n.) (3.9)

But we may write for any function G(H9)

G(fi,)/2ÎÎS - G{-na)/2Sl, = fdk0e{k0)6(k2
0-n1)G(k0)

= J{dko/2n)G{kn)[AR(ko,na)-AA{ko,a,)} (3.10)

where we have defined

0, JÎ,) = t/[(*b + "Y ~ nj], AA(k0,na) = i/[(ko - te)2 - Sl*] (3.11)



This allows to write (3.9) in the form

/ 2 ; + «*,;*«„,) (3.12)

where we have set 0(A0,0«) = «(Au) [AR(A0 , fis) — A1^(A0,04)]. Substituting in eq.(3.4),
we may write

I . (3.13)

Physical amplitudes are analytical continuations to real energies of external particles.
This is done by the substitutions,

«*>„_,. -» Poj + icj (3.14)

in the previous expressions. For internal lines, we find

Qu. = E C»J (P»s + iei) = Qo. + ie3. (3.15)
j

Making a shift A0 —* A0 — Qo, for each term of the sum in eq.(3.13), we may write

f{k0 + ies, k;poj + iej,Pj) (3.16)

This expression allows us to write the analytic continuations of the imaginary-time expres-
sion as usual 4-momentum integrals and to compare with the real-time expressions. In this
expression, k — Qa is the 4-momentum of the internal line. Q3 is a linear combination of the
external 4-momenta Pj and e, is a linear combination of the external ej which determine
the analytic continuation with the same coefficients as Q3 in (3.3), and (f>{k) is given by

<f>{k) = u(k0) [AR{k) - A-4(A)] (3.17)

If we have N external lines, only JV — 1 of them are independent and we have 2^ - 1

ways of approaching real values of external energies corresponding to the different choices
ej > 0 or Sj < 0. It is usually conjectured that the e_> > 0 limit is taken. As we shall see
on specific examples, this choice does not lead necessarily to a unique amplitude (see sec.
4.3). Some illustrations of the analytic continuation techniques are given in appendix B.2.

4 1-loop diagrams in the real time formalism

The application of the rules eqs.(2.14), (2.26), (2.27), (2.29) is straightforward to con-
struct higher order diagrams in the real time formalism.

10



4.1 The self-energy

Consider the self-energy diagram with the momentum assignement as in Fig. 5. In
terms of our new rules it can be expressed as

(4.1)

which is a particular case of eq.(2.33).

The off diagonal element of the self-energy matrix S reduces to

- *S/M(g) = -g2 J J ^ [A«(p)A«(p + q) + A..,(p)A..,(p + q)} (4.2)

where we have dropped in the integrand two vanishing terms proportional to ynim- Note
that there are no statistical weights left in eq.(4.2). In the complex po plane, the first part
of the integrand has singularities in the lower half plane only. Furthermore it converges
like 1/p* at infinity. Closing, then, the contour in the upper half plane leads to a vanishing
contribution. Similarly the second part of the integrand does not give any contribution so
that

£RA(q) = tAR(q) = 0 (4.3)

The interpretation of this result is easy: '£RA(q) connects a particle of a given energy
propagating in the forward light cone to a particle of the same energy propagating in
the backward light cone, a process forbidden by causality. Turning now to the diagonal
elements we find

^ Wpo)[A«(p) - AA(p)]An(r) + n(ro)[Aft(r) - A..,

(4.4)
with r = q + p. We have dropped in this expression terms which have all their poles on
the same side of the real axis as they vanish in the p0 integration. Alternative forms of
this result are

f$p (4.5)

with <f>(p) defined in eq.(3.17).

A compact form, which makes use of the identity of the particles in the loop, can also
be easily derived: using p' = — r as integration variable in the second term of eq.(4.5), and

11



the obvious relation n(-pl) = - ( I + n(p'o)) and A/î,,i(-p') = A..j,/{(p'), one finds after a
change of notation (p' —> p)

- itn,i(q) = -2g2 J — ^ tf (p) AR(p + g) (4.6)

One can likewise calculate the other diagonal term of the self-energy matrix and one finds

tAA(q) = HRR(q) (4.7)

The full propagator matrix is easily constructed from the series

B(g) = D + D{-ifl)D + ...

( - m2 - f.nniq) + »e*i) 0 \ . ,

It is interesting to remark that, in the expression eq.(4.4) of S/M(Ç), the statistical
weight appears linearly in the integrand, a property enjoyed also by the self-energy calcu-
lated in the ITF[Il,12]. In contrast, bilinears in the thermal factors occur in the expression
of Hab{q) in the usual RTF. Furthermore, SQrt(g) is obtained as an integral over a loop mo-
mentum with one of the internal particles on mass-shell (the 8(p2 - m2) factor in A« — A,.)).
In the usual RTF approach, only the finite temperature contribution is obtained in such a
way.

One can easily find the relation between S(g) and the diagonal self-energy matrix
introduced by Kobes and Semenoff[13]. From the factorization eqs.(2.13) and (2.14) one
has:

S(g) = V(q) E(,j U(q) (4.9)

where E(g) is the self-energy matrix in the usual RTF approach. Kobes and Semenoff
introduce the matrix

i(ç) (4.10)

where U\(q) is given in eq.(2.9). Si(g) is diagonal with elements (EKs(q), —£JcA-(ç)).
self-energy function %Ks(q) enters as a shift of m2 in the Feynman propagator, in the same
way as in eq.(4.8). We have then the relation

= V{q) Uïl(q) Ei(«) Ux'
1 (q) U{q) (4.11)

which yields

+ *(-*>)£**(?) (4-12)

or alternatively
$(-q0) tAA(q) (4.13)

12



It comes out

Im SfiR(g) = e(qo) Im XKS(q) (4.14)

These relations could have been directly derived from a comparison between eq.(4.8) and
a similar equation involving

We turn now to a comparison with the ITF results. This is easily done from eq.(4.4),
by closing the p0 integration contour in the appropriate half-planes or from eq.(4.5) by
doing the p0 integration with the help of the ^-functions in the functions <f>. The result can
be written as

= 9 J ( 2 ^

(4.15)

where îî, = (m2 + p2)1 '2 and Cl2 = (m2 + (p + g)2) l /2. Comparing with the results of
Weldon we find that, as expected, ^RR(Ç) is the "retarded" continuation :

iwn -> q0 + ie (4.16)

of the imaginary time expression of the self-energy. Similarly E..i..i(g) is seen to be the
"advanced" continuation

««„ -> q0 - ie (4.17)

whereas S(g) of Kobes and Semenoff is the "Feynman" continuation

iu}n -* g0 + iego> (4.18)

Note that the connection between the two formalisms can also easily be done when con-
sidering eq.(B.23) applied to the 2-point function and compared to (4.5) without explicit
integration in the energy variable: in that case the functions H and G in eq.(B.23) are
both taken to be ig.

4.2 The vertex

Consider the 3-point function in the one-loop approximation with the momentum as-
signement as in Fig. 6. The general expression can be written as

-ifa0s(p, q, r) = (-if J j ~ - 7Qa':a»(p, *15
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Applying eq.(2.26) one gets

-ifa(t6(Ptq,r) = (-if

7«a';«'(p^i; -fefrM'ia'fai'ai -hhu>Mr>k\ ~li) (4.20)

One can now analyse the various cases using the relations eq.(2.29). We find that

f RRR(P, q, r) = f,,,,.! (p, q, r) = 0 (4.21)

since the integrand reduces to terms of the form AR(Z]) AR(Z2) AR(Z3) or A-4(Zi) A,1(Z2)
A.t(l;i), not containing any statistical factors, which vanish under the Z0, integration. Thus,
the vanishing of the vertex connecting propagators of the same type (all momenta are
assumed to be incoming) which holds at the lowest order is also true at lhe one-loop or
any loop (see later) level. It is also straightforward to obtain the following result,

M1T) = H s ) 3 / ^ W^1 ) [An(I1) - AA(I1)] A.,(I2)An(I,)

n(I2) - AA(t2)] An(I3)An(I1) (4.22)

+n(l03) [An(I3) ~ A-4(Z3)] AA(I1)AA(I2))

This expression has a structure very similar to that of the non vanishing element of Sn^(ç):
linearity of the integrand in the thermal weight and presence in each term of a combination
[AH(Z;) - A-4(Z,)] which amounts to putting the corresponding internal line on mass-shell.
These properties will turn out to be features of all one-loop Green's functions. The calcu-
lation of r..]..|/j(p, g, r) is slightly more complicated as it implies repeated use of identities
such as:

n(p0) «(/„, ) = n(l03 ) (1 + n(p0) + n(lOl ))

(n(lo2)-n(lOl)) (4.23)

to reduce the expression to:

-if AAR(?,q,r) = ( - f r ) a

R(Z2) - A-4(Z2)JA-4(Z3)A-4(Z1)

R(lz) - A-4(Z3)]A«(Z,)A«(Z2)}

(4.24)

Using now the identity
A;(Z) = -A&(1) (4.25)

it is easy to derive the relation between the two Green's functions just discussed:

f AAn(P, q, r) - -N(po, go) f "RR4(p, q, r). (4.26)
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This relation is identical to that obtained at the lowest order (see eq.(2.29). It will be
convenient to factorize the tree level factor out of the one-loop expression of the vertex
function and write, in general,

p, ?» r) = Jaas Vaoe{p, q, r). (4.27)

It then comes out immediately VRRA(p,q,r) = V"KAR{p,q,r) and more generally

Va0s(P, q, r) = V^f(P, ?, r). (4.28)

Alternate forms of eqs.(4.22) and (4.24) are possible which differ from the above expressions
by the substitutions n(/o,) —* ̂ (Zo1) + 1 or n(/0.) —> 71(Zu1) + j : there remain in the
integrand extra terms with poles on the same side of the real axis in the Iu1 plane, which
give a vanishing contribution when the integration over the energy is performed. Thus, in
general, one can write (for indices a, /? and S not all of the same type)

Va0S(p,q,r) = (-i

(4.29)

Other types of vertices were introduced in Section 2, namely 7Q<3.«, tatft and 7!(lda, which
differ from yal3s by the orientation of the external lines. They can be directly calculated at
the one loop level and it can be shown that they also obey equations similar to eqs.(2.26)
and (2.27).

We turn now to a discussion of fags and compare it to the "causal" Green's functions
recently introduced by Kobes. In a series of publications, Kobes considered a particular
combination of real time three-point functions which he identifies with the vertex function
calculated in the imaginary time formalism. For example, following the notation of Ref.
[14], we consider the diagram in Fig. 7, with incoming momenta p and q and outgoing
momentum r. The indices o, b, c are the vertex type indices in the usual real time formu-
lation of the theory. We denote the corresponding Green's function by Tabc(p,q)- In our
approach, we would naturally introduce the function:

f«/wfa,Pir) = Vaa(q) V3h(p) Tabd(p,q) UdS(r) (4.30)

Rather than evaluating TnQ./, explicitely, we express it as a combination of the F n^ with
the help of eqs.(2.15, 2.16) and specify the real-time contour cr = /3/2 as implicitely done
in ref. [14]. We then easily derive

4- r222(9,p) + e^ 2 r I 1 2 (ç ,p) + e-r°Wr22l(q,p) (4.31)
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,i(g,p, -r)

= n(rlt) {e^r l u(9,P) + rMa(g,p) + er°m{TUi{q,p) + TMt(g,p)]

p) + e^^I^^p)]} (4.32)

Using the symmetry relations:

rO6c(9,p) = -rd"fe(ç,p) (4.33)

and f ««H = 0, it comes out of eq.(4.31) and eq.(4.32) respectively:

ImT121 (g,p)ch£p + lmr2 l l(g,p)ch^ = 0

= 0 (4.34)

9,p,-r) = t h — |lmTm(g,p)

sh sh
g.p.-r) = ReTn,(g,p) + Rer121(9,p)-p^- + ReT2n(C, p ) - ^ (4.35)

These relations are identical to those derived by Kobes. The eqs.(4.34) are a consequence
of the "largest time equation" and were obtained in the framework of the cutting rules
formalism [13] (i.e. with the real time contour defined by IT = 0) from the summation
of Green's functions over circled and uncircled external vertices. Such a sum vanishes
as a consequence of causality. After the various pieces in the sum are written in terms
of the real time Green's functions (i.e. with a = 0/2), eqs.(4.34) follows. To obtain
eqs.(4.35) Kobes introduces a "causal" function in the following way: with the momentum
assignements of Fig. 7 (all external energies are positive) one assumes that the vertex
associated to the outgoing momentum has the largest time and one sums over circled
and uncircled vertices connected to the incoming lines. The function T(q,p) thus defined
obeys eq.(4.35). This allows us to identify TnnA{<I,P, ~r) w^h TfaiP) when all energies
are positive. Our approach appears to be more practical as the Tags are defined directly
in momentum space and it is also more general since no restriction is imposed on the
space-time structure of the Green's function. In ref.[14] it is also mentioned that T(q,p) is
the retarded continuation (i2irnT —» po 4- ie) of the IFT vertex function. In the following
we shall show how to easily relate the function Knjs(<7,p, r) to various continuations of the
imaginary time results.

To better understand the causal structure of the Va0g one needs to perform the /»,
integration in eq.(4.22). But let us first introduce a new notation which will better exhibit
the position of the singularities in the final results. The propagators in the integrand of
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eq.(4.22) can be written as

An-A^ = W1 \lOl - Q1 ± ie ~ Z0, + fi, ± it)

(/a) = W2 U , - 90 - n2 ± « fc, - go + n2 ± «
= A2^g0-Z0,)

. , . , » / 1 1 \
RA{ 3) 2fi3 V/Ol +PO - O3 ± « /o, + PO + flj ± 16/

= AR,A(1UX + Po)

where

n, = (m2 + /])1/2, fi2 = (m2 + (g-f,)2)1 / 2 , Q3 = (Tn2 + ^+ / ; ) 2 ) 1 / 2 (4.37)

The relation
- AA(lt) = 2«(Jo,)*(/? - m2) (4.38)

constrains the energy variables in the various terms of eq.(4.22) to be respectively:

Zo1 = aili, /Ol = 9o + ""ÎÎ2, Z0, = -po + ^n3 (4.39)

with (T = ±1. Using these constraints to perform the energy integration we find with the
conventions of Fig. 6:

(T=±l

It is clear that VnR.\{p,q,r) has singularities below the real axis in the variables p0 and q0

("retarded" singularities) and above the real axis in ro ("advanced" singularities). Thus
the singularities in an external variable of the vertex functions are on the same side of the
real axis as the poles in the propagator to which this external leg is attached. A useful
alternative of eq.(4.40) is obtained by substituting in eq.(4.22) (n(/Ol) -f-1/2) to ra(/o,)> so
that in the above expression the term <rn(<rfî,) becomes simply (n(fîj) +1/2) for <r — ±1.

Our final point of discussion concerns the comparison with the imaginary time formal-
ism. The vertex function in ITF is, in an obvious notation,

(4-41)
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After performing the continuation iwp —> p0 4- tei, iw9 —> q0 + ie2 and u»P —» r0 + its the
general expression eq.(3.16) yields

- Z)Ae2(Z)Ae,(-Z - p) + <f>(p + Z)Ae1 (-Z)A63(Z - g)} (4.42)

where, for instance, Ae((Z) means AR(Z) or AA(I) depending on whether e; is positive or
negative. If we make the analytic continuation et > 0, e2 > 0 and 63 < 0, the func-
tion V(p,q,r) coincides with VRRA(PJC,r) and if the analytic continuation is such that
ci > 0,e2 < 0 and e;1 < 0 then V(p,q,r) is identical to Vfl.4.4(p,ç,r). Note that "energy
conservation" implies ?.\ + e2 + 63 = 0 (not all e, of the same sign) which reflects in the fact
theat Vftiin and VAAA are vanishing.

As an application of the above discussion it should be clear that, since the functions
K»d«(jp>9,r) are related to the analytic continuation of the imaginary time results, both
formalisms should lead to the same definition of the /^-function which is derived from an
analysis of the real part of the vertex.

4.3 The box

As our final example of one-loop Green's function, we consider the box diagram with
the notation defined in Fig. 8. The general expression in terms of our new vertices and
propagators is

-iCn^s(p,q,r,a) = {-if j J ^ A^jA^^Ay^A^) (4.43)

P> '1 » -hh00'«'(q, l2,~h )lit>0'(r, h, -h)lss<y>(s, U, -I3)

A direct calculation shows that CnnnR(p,q,r,s) vanishes as expected from causality
arguments. As for the function CARRR(P, q, r, a) it can easily be written in the now familiar
form,

/

dnl

(4.44)

In the imaginary time formalism, the general formula eq.(3.16) gives

/

dnl\
(W

+^Z3)At4(-Z4)A£î+es(Z1)Aes(Z2) + ̂ ( M A ^ - M A e , ^ (Z2)A64(Z3))
(4.45)
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where the energies are taken to be the limits of p0 + ici, q0 + ie2, T0 + iea and S0 + ie.\
(such that C1 + c2 + e^ + e4 = 0). Eq.(4.44) is obviously recovered for 62, e.-j, e.j all positive,
showing the agreement between the ITF and RTF results. After performing the loop
energy integration, we obtain from eq.(4.44) an expression analogous to eq.(4.40)

-iCARRlt(p,q,r,s) =g4J , ^ ', £

{ Ti(Sl1)+ % 2 3 4
o - . Ay (̂go + (T\l\)iXft(q0 + T1Q-I- <rS2|)A.|(po — <rit|)

*

- IrO3)A^r0 - £rfl.,)(4.46)

This function has the expected singularities in the external variables p0, go, r0 and
S0, but, unlike the vertex function, it also has singularities in the combination of external
momenta q0 + T0 and r() + s0. In a covariant language, these singularities correspond
to cuts in the variables p2,q2,r2,s2 and (q + r)2,(r + a)2 respectively which are the six
independent variables of the process. Note that the positions of the singularities in the
combined variables qu+r0 and ro+so are completely determined once the external variables
are specified. Similarly simple results are found for functions of type Caaa0 when three of
the indices are of the same type (R or A) and are of the opposite type. A more complex
case arises when one considers CRRAA or CARAR. When evaluating such functions starting
from eq.(4.43) one encounters products of vertices of type 7.4.4R 7,4,1/1 which have to be
reduced so that the thermal weights involving the loop energy appear only linearly in the
final expression. Thus, for example,

7.-IH-I(T*.'3, -k) 7.-irt.i(a.U, -h) = g2 N(T0, S0) [n(r0 + s0) - Ti(Z02)] (4.47)

or

7RAA(P, h. -k) 7AAn(r, /3, ~h) = 92{N(rv,po+so)n(l0l )+N(sOi qo+ro)n(lOl)-N(ro, j>u)n(ZU4)]
(4.48)

One can then write

-iCnRAA(p,q,r,s) = - 9 4 J ^

{JV(rb, J0) Wh)^R(I3)An(I4)An(I1) + W 4 ) A J ( Z 1 ) A ^ ( I 2 ) A J ( J 3 ) ]

+N(3o,qo + T0) [ W O A R ( Z 3 ) + Ws)Aj(Z1)] Aj(Z2)An(Z4)

+N(T0,PO + S0) W1)AA(I3) + W 3 ) A R ( Z 1 ) ] AJ(Z 2 )AR(Z 4 ) ) (4.49)
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The analytic structure is better seen after carrying out the loop energy integration,

,i,i(p,g,r,«) = -g / , ^ ,

ft»

^—~ [N(*O9a + r°)^(P° + *o + o-fii) + N(ropo + Su)A;1, (p0 + «0

AM(?u - <rfli

2ft ' [^*0'*1 + r°)Aft(Pu + a° ~ ̂ ) + N(r°>Po + *o)&\(po + Jo - <rftj)]

} (4.50)

This expression has a somewhat more complicated analytic structure than previously
encountered: besides the expected poles, at fixed /1, below the real axis in the variables
Pu, go and p() + gu ("retarded" singularities) and above the real axis in the variables r(l and
a0 ("advanced" singularities) the function CnRA.\(p,q,r,s) has singularities on both sides
of the real axis in the variable po + so (terms A3

R 4(po + s0 + cfy), AR A(p0 + s0 — o-fl.i)).
It corresponds in fact to a particular linear superposition of the analytically continued
imaginary-time expression (see eq.(4.45) with €1,62 > 0 and €3,64 < 0: in that case the
signs of C1 + e.| and 62 + ^ are not determined and eq.(4.50) receives contribution of all
four cases. We quote, for completeness the expression for C\R.\R which possesses features
similar to CRR.U

-iCARAR{p,q,r,3) = ~94 J T^t

o + r0)AR(I3) + N(ro,po + so)AA(l3)] A-4(Z2)A

H{h) [JV(Po,9o + T0)AA(JI) + N(ro,Po + S0)AR[I1)] AA(h)AA{l.t)

2) [7V(po,ro + ao)AR(/4) + JV(ro,po + 9o)A.4(/4)

0 + au)A.4({2) + iV(ro,po

The examples discussed above illustrate the intricacies of one-loop Green's functions
with more than three external legs. In the case of the four point function there exist
32 possible ways to continue the imaginary-time result depending on the position of the
complex variables p0, qo, r(>, p0 + 9o> Po + »*o and q0 + r0 with respect to the cuts along
the real axis. However, there are only 24 — 2 = 14 non vanishing CQ/a7«(p, q,r,s) real-
time functions. We have seen above that each of the eight functions of type Capgp are
a straightforward analytic continuation of the imaginary-time results. The six remaining
functions of type Caapp or Ca^ap with a fixed ordering of the external legs, correspond
to a well defined linear superposition of different analytic continuations of the imaginary-
time 4-point function: these continuations differ in the position of the combined variables
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Po + «jo, PD + ru and «fa + au with respect to their cuts. For example, in the function CUHAA

of eq. (4.49) the variable p() + ?u is determined to be below its singularity because such
is the case of po and gt) taken independently, whereas concerning the variable p^ + a(), the
function CHHAA contains a piece with p() + 3() taken below the singularity and another piece
with the variable above the singularity, since the phase of p0 + a(J is not unambiguously
determined from that of po and 3o. One notes that CRUAA has no explicit discontinuities
in po + r,,.

These features of the 4-point function are already apparent at the tree level. If we
consider for example the diagrams of Fig. 9, we find for the various cases considered above

= -g- [A,i(p f
= 0a [JV(ro,an)

+iV(ru, pu

= ^ 2 [ JV(po,ro

+•/V(pu, <?u

ï) + A,
A«(p +
+ S{))A,

+ 3())A..|

+ J1O)A,

i(pH

? ) ^

\(p-
(r-f
!(qH

• iV(

*•«)]

• • ) •

hr)

r)

.|(p + q) (4.52)
,i(p + a)]

while the imaginary-time result gives

-iC"{p,q,r,s) = -gi[Atl+t,{p + q) + Au+tA{p + 3)} (4.53)

5 Two-loop functions

In the previous section we discussed the correspondence between ITF and RTF Green's
functions at the one-loop level. The relationship between the two formalisms was seen to be
somewhat involved in the case of the n-point functions with n > 3, since the RTF functions
were found to be particular superpositions (with weights involving the statistical factors
of external lines) of the analytically continued ITF expressions. As Green's functions with
n > 3 enter the calculation of n < 3 functions at the multilcop level, it seems worthwhile to
analyse the two-loop self-energy and vertex diagrams to verify that the equivalence between
RTF and ITF still holds despite the complications referred to above. We also prove that
the causality constraints eqs.(4.3, 4.21) are satisfied at the two-loop (and p-loop) level and
we give compact integral representations of Ena'(p) and rQ&j(p, q, r).

5.1 The self-energy

Let us consider the diagram of Fig. 10, i.e. the vertex correction to the self-energy.
With the conventions denned in the figure it can be written as:

-i)ta0S (p,r,
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where the crossing relation eq.(2.27) has been used. The one-loop vertex F,WM is defined
in eq.(4.20). The off-diagonal element of the self-energy is

f K/U(P, - * - P, k)AA(k)AA(k + p) + VRAR(P, -k - p, k)AR(k)An(k + p)]

The other two pieces in the integrand vanish because they contain eihter JRRR or
Using now eq.(4.40), it is immediately found that the first term has only singularities
in fcti just above the real axis and the second term just below. Closing the ko integration
contour in the lower-half and upper-half planes respectively leads to eq.(4.3). The diagonal
elements take a relatively simple form when one introduces the normalized functions Vn^/,
defined in eq.(4.27). In particular one finds,

j] A*(r) [VRAH(P, -r, k)AR(k) - VnAA(p} - r ,

J] AA(k) [VRAA{P, -r,*)A«(r) - VRKA(p, -r,

where r — p + k. One may note that the one-loop result is trivially recovered when one
takes Vn(H = 1 in the equation above. Looking at the analytic structure of the integrand,
it is clear that the first term isolates the discontinuity of the bracketted expression in the
variable kt) but not in the variable r0 since the singularities in r(J are on the same side
of the real axis in the difference VR.4RAR(&) — VnAAAA(k). More precisely, closing the
integration contour in the upper half-plane, one picks up the singularities of the expression
VnAA(p,—r,k)AA(k) in the variable fco. The poles on the imaginary axis of the function
n(k{>) are cancelled by the vanishing of the corresponding residues. One is therefore left with
two types of singularities: the poles in A (̂A;) and the two-particle cut in k0 of the function
VRAA(P, —r, k) (see eq.(4.40). A similar reasoning can be applied • o the second term of eq.
(5.3) to isolate the singularities in r0. The result can be expressed diagrammatically as in
Fig. 11 which generalizes the one-loop case: the first and third diagrams represent the poles
in the variables ku and r0 respectively while the second and fourth diagrams symbolize the
two particle cuts in k0 and r0. Carrying out explicitly the procedure described above the
two-loop self-energy can be written as

2 F dn k ^

J (27T)"-1 „£

{ <rn{<TÎlk) .Ti

20 A*k° ~ an'^RAA^(h-^'~Po

&£££&& (5'4)
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^ * - «m, -

where one recognizes in the double integral the fc0 and TQ cut contributions (Fig. 11
b), d)). In fact, taking into account the cut structure of the vertex function V/IAA, it is
easily seen that S^j2 can be written as a sum of six-point tree diagrams, each one being
obtaind by cutting two internal lines in Fig. 11 and associating to each cut line a factor
an(<rQ,i)/2fli (or (n(fi;) + j)/2n,) where o-fi, is the energy flow of the line considered.
The uncut propagators which depend on the external momentum p have the ROT A index
required by the prescription on the external momentum, whereas those not depending on
p contribute only through their principal part.

We have also analyzed the imaginary time expression of the two-loop self-energy. With
an obvious notation, we start with the expression

(5.5)
where the vertex V is defined in eq.(4.41). The infinite sum over frequencies can be replaced
by a contour integral in fc0 to get

+

Moving the contour to the right picks up all singularities with strictly positive real part.
It is seen that the singularities encountered are the same as in the real-time approach, and
furthermore, it can be shown after a tedious calculation that the residues at the poles and
the discontinuities along the cuts also coincide so that eq.(5.4) is recovered.

5.2 The vertex

The two loop vertex, with the momentum assignement as shown in Fig. 12 can be
written as

- *rS«(p,g,r) = -i J 7^^fn0lS,{p,k1,-k3)^.0'{ki)Asl(k3)iC^Sgin,(q,r,kh-kl) (5.7)

where we have used the one-loop vertex F^ip. of eq. (4.20) as well as the four point
function in the tree approximation (Fig. 9 and eq. (4.52). It is easy to verify the vanishing
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of the two loop expression when all indices a, /?, S are of the same type. One can thus easily
prove recursively the validity of eq.(4.21) to all orders. Considering the more interesting
case of the "causal" Green's functions, the application of the techniques used previously
leads to

{n(*0,) [VAHR(p,Ic1,-Je3)An(Ie1) - VAAR(p,Ai1-A3)A-4(A1)] A J ( A 2 ) A J ( A 3 )

+n(klh) [Vj/w(p,Ai,-A3)A^i(Jb3) - Kwi«(p, Ai,-A3)A^(A3)] AB(AI)AR(AJ)

KlBii(p, A11-A3) [AK(A2) - Aj(A2)] AZi(Ai)Aj(A3)) (5.8)

which exhibits a now familiar form. The one-loop result is immediately recovered when
making Vnin>(p,k\, —hi) — 1- The singularity structure of the equation above can be ana-
lyzed in a way which parallels the discussion of the self-energy. One sees that, in the vari-
able ki, the only singularities are the poles contained in the difference [AK(A2) — Aj(A2)].
In the variables An, and Ann, besides the pole contributions one now has to consider the two
particle discontinuities of the one-loop vertex function VA0igi{p, A], -A3) obtained by closing
the A», = fc()| — <7-j contour in the lower half-plane to extract the A0, cut and in the upper
half-plane (kL>i = Au, + r0) to isolate the A03 cut. Performing this integration explicitely
leads to the analog of eq.(5.4) for the self-energy, which allows to write the two-loop vertex
as a sum of 7-point tree amplitudes with the proper statistical weight attached to the cut
lines.

We have also proven that the imaginary time expression of the two-loop vertex can
be continued as in eq.(4.42), for example, and that the results lead to the expression
V,\f{A(p,q,r) derived in the real-time formalism. Thus, the ambiguities attached to the
four-point functions which enter the two-loop vertex do not manifest themselves in the
final result.

In conclusion, the equivalence of the real-time and the imaginary-time approaches holds
to two-loop for the self energy and vertex functions. A recursive application of the results
derived here should show the equivalence to higher numbers of loops.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have reformulated the rules for writing amplitudes of thermal field
theories in the real time formalism. The propagators are (2 x 2) diagonal matrices, the
elements of which are the retarded and advanced propagators of the corresponding T = O
field theory. The temperature dependence appears in the vertices. This leads naturally
to the definition, in the real time formalism, of new amputated amplitudes which should
be attached to retarded or advanced propagators for external legs. Each possible analytic
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continuation of the imaginary time amplitude is the same as one of these retarded or
advanced amputated amplitude or a linear combination of them.

We have made a detailed study of 2- and 3-point functions, in a (f>3 theory, in the one-
and two-loop approximation and we have found simple integral representations for these
functions. At the one-loop level, the integrand is linear in the statistical factor. It is a
sum of terms, each term being obtained by putting one internal on-shell and attaching to
it the thermal weight while the other internal lines are associated to retarded or advanced
propagators as required by the prescription on the external legs. A one-loop diagram is thus
represented by the sum of tree contributions, each tree obtained by putting one internal line
on shell. At the two-loop level, this picture can be generalized, the trees being obtained now
by putting, in all possible ways, two internal lines on shell and attaching thermal weights
to the cut lines. We have shown that there is a is a one-to-one correspondence between the
real time 2- and 3-point functions we define and the various analytic continuations of the
corresponding imaginary time expressions: unlike what is the case in the usual formulation
of RTF, our newly defined functions have therefore tractable analyticity properties.

We have also analysed the one-loop 4-point functions (for which simple integral repre-
sentations are found) and their relationship with the imaginary time formalism expressions.
It is found that, in general, the real time amplitudes are now linear superpositions of an-
alytic continuations of the ITF 4-point function. This is a general feature of amplitudes
with more than three external legs. The imaginary time formalism gives many possible
analytic continuations to real energies and the real time formalism offers many possible
choices of retarded and advanced amplitudes. The comparison of the two formalisms is
' ry subtle. In RTF, the amplitude is uniquely determined by the retarded or advanced
p "iption attached to each external line. Thus, for an n-point amplitude, there are
(2" — 2) non-vanishing complex amplitudes related in pairs by complex conjugation. In
ITF, to define fully a particular analytic continuation one needs to specify, in addition, how
some special linear combinations of the external energies approach the real axis. These
combinations are related to the singularities in the various channels.

Another interesting result of our study is the fact that the newly introduced real-
time amplitudes defined with only incoming momenta, all of them of the retarded type
or of the advanced type, vanish identically. Such conditions are equivalent to Kobes and
Semenoff largest and smallest time equations. Although we have obtained this result for
two, three and four-point functions for bosons in a <f>3 theory, we expect that it holds for
more than four-point functions in any field theory. These relations are intuitively obvious
and are a direct consequence of causality. We also expect the cutting rules to be simpler
than the rules in the usual RTF approach since the propagators are those appearing at 0
temperature.

The various n-point functions in both formalisms have different physical interpretations
in terms of measurable quantities. For instance, the imaginary part of the retarded self-
energy for bosons can be understood as the difference between the decay rate and the
induced rate while the imaginary part of the time-ordered self-energy can be interpreted
as the sum of these rates. It could, likewise, be interesting to analyse the imaginary part of
the 4-point function (with fixed retarded or advanced prescriptions for the external legs)
in terms of scattering rates of a particle on a plasma.
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It is known that, in some cases, one needs in the real time formalism to consider not
only time-ordered products which lead to the usual Feynman rules with only "physical"
particles for external legs, but also some graphs with "ghosts" as external legs. The self-
energy is an example: the mass shift is not the self-energy with "physical" external particles
but a retarded type self-energy. Graphs with zero external energies are another example:
one needs, in order to cancel ill-defined distribution functions, to consider also graphs with
"ghosts" as external legs. This is equivalent to using retarded type amplitudes. It would
be interesting to examine the systematic formulation of field theory at finite temperature
in terms of retarded products in comparison with time ordered products.

Note added: after completion of this work we received a preprint by F. Guérin[17] dealing
with some of the points considered here.
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A Diagonalization of propagators in the real time for-
malism

In this appendix we study the diagonalization schemes of propagators in the general
case of bosons or fermions with chemical potential. The most general diagonalization
procedure is to write

D = UDV (A.I)

where U and V are 2 x 2 matrices to be determined by the requirement that D is diagonal.

A.I Diagonalization to a Feynman form

It is possible to get, in a first diagonalization scheme, a form with matrix elements of
the Feynman type

with the matrices

Ui = Zx

(A.3)

ko)e*} C1 J

where x = /3(fc0 — fi) and O1 and c\ are arbitrary functions of k0 and

Z1 = [ex0(ko) - n9{-ko)}/[e* - V) (AA)

The parameter t\ takes the value rj = ±1 depending on whether the particle of momentum
A; is a boson or a fermion.

In the case of fermions with chemical potential fi the function Z\ takes the form

Zx = [ex/20(ko) + e-x'2e{-k0)]/[ex'2 + e"x/2] (A.5)

which is always positive. It is possible to make the choice b\ = c\ = ->JZ~\ and get the usual
single diagonalization matrix in the case <r = /3/2

Ul -Vl~ \ e^2sm9 cos0 ) [A'b)

with

cos* =
sintf = [0{k0) - ô(-ifeo)el/2]/[e|x| + 1]1/2 (A.7)
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In the case of bosons with zero chemical potential, or with chemical potential /z but
negative energy or energy larger than p, the function Z\ is positive. It is possible also to
make the choice bx = c\ = \fZ~\ and get the usual single diagonalization matrix

_ V _ (
" Vl ~ { e-f/'sh 9 ch 9 J (A>8)

with
ch 0 = e|x|/2/[elx| - l ] l / 2 sh0 = l / [ e w - l ] 1 / 2 (A.9)

But in the case of non-zero chemical potential and 0 < pu < fi, the function Z\ is
negative and we may use the single imaginary diagonalizing matrix

with
C1]1/2 sh 9 = e*/2/[l - e*]1/2 (A.ll)

A.2 Diagonalization with retarded and advanced propagators

In a second diagonalization scheme, we use the form

where A/;(fc) and A.4(fc) are respectively the retarded and advanced propagators. The
matrices U and V are given by

(A.13)

V - c e - f f f c o - c

with Z — exl[ex — rj] and b and c are arbitrary functions of Ic1). The inverse matrices are

(A.14)

These matrices obey the relation eq. (2.18).
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A.3 Transformed amplitudes

Consider the Feynman amplitude Fai.ej(pi', qj) corresponding to incoming particles of
4-moment a p, and thermal indices a, and outgoing particles of 4-momenta qj and thermal
indices c,. We define the transformed amplitude

£..;*>.;Cj) = I I V a i M Fa,,Cj.(Pl;qj)
>j

The inverse transformation is

I h u) (A.16)

We assume that the Feynman amplitude F obeys the crossing relation

jFdl0J;ej(ft,Pi5?j) = V Fa..H,ej(pi\ -k,qj) (A.17)

relating the amplitude with an incoming particle of momentum k and thermal index d to
the amplitude with an antiparticle of momentum —k and same thermal index. We find
that the transformed amplitude has the simple crossing symmetry relation

Fr,ttl.;(Tj(fc,p,; gj) = vF<xr,f,<Ti(Pi\ -k, qj) (A.18)

where f is the conjugate index of T, i.e. f = 2 if r = 1 and f = 1 if r = 2, if the functions
6(A11) and c(&u) are related by

6(-fcu) c(k0) = r) exp(fcuo-) n(k0) (A.19)

which fixes c(ku) if b(k0) is chosen. AU physical results must be independent on this choice
and on the value of the parameter <r. For simplicity, we take

b(-k0) = 1 , c(fc0) = r) exp(fco<r) n(fc0). (A.20)

B Imaginary time formalism

B.I Case with a chemical potential

In this section, we consider the case of a theory with bosons and fermions with non zero
chemical potentials. In ITF, the energy of a particle becomes complex with the chemical
potential as the real part and the Matsubara frequencies as the imaginary part. We write
it in the form

Po = n + iwn , Wn = ÎÎ (n + a), (B.I)

where ÎÎ = 2?r//? and <r = 0 for bosons or <r = g for fermions. The usual energy-momentum
conservation law is equivalent to the conservation of the chemical potential, the frequency
and the 3-momentum respectively. Thus, for all incoming momenta, one can write

£> , = o, £>„. = o, J2P1 = o- (B.2)
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AU quantities change sign by crossing. At 0 temperature, a single loop Green function has
the general form given in eq.(3.1). Tht corresponding ITF Green's function is denoted
here

- iFipi) = i-(27r)-;> / <£>k T " U f(k;pj) (B.3)
n=-oo

where pj and k stand respectively for the vectors (pu,,p}) for external particles and (ko,k)
for one of the internal lines of the loop. Here, fcu = M + îWn with \x and u>n the chemical
potential and the Matsubara frequency of the considered line. The function f{k;pj) is
essentially the product of the propagators of the lines in the loop and can be put in the
form

f(k;pj) = hChJip^pj) J[i/[(k - Q0,)
2 ~ n,2] (B.4)

where we have introduced the linear combination of external momenta

Q, = E (7,> Pj , (B.5)
i

relevant for the internal line labelled a and where

^ = (H-Q3)
2+m,\ (B.6)

Let us finally introduce the function

[e+V]/{^^-r}] (B.7)

where 77 = ±1 according to the Bose or Fermi statistics of the particle of momentum k.
The function u(z) has poles at z = /z -I- iwn with residue T = 1/0. We may write now, for
any function /(&»), an equation like eq.(3.8)

n=+oo .

T £ /(A0) = (1/2.V) / dzf{z)u(z)
n=-oo JC

= -Y1RuAz1,) (B.8)

where C is the set of small anti-clockwise contours around the poles z — fi + iwn and, in
the last equation, zv are the poles of f(z) such that |Re zv — /i\ > 0, with the residues Rv.
If the function f(z) is of the form eq.(B.4), it has the poles Q0, ±fis and eq.(B.3) becomes

+ <?o, - 4»s,)
2 - «M + (n. -» - n . ) (B .9 )

Using now eq.(3.10) the above equation may be written
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Considering now the chemical potential and the frequency of line a in the loop, we have,
because of momentum conservation

V* = A* - 5 1 Cs> fij ,
i

Wn. = W11 - Ç Cai Unj (B.ll)

i

Then, the following relations hold true
-n) _ e/3(x-jj,+iu;n-iwn,)

where 17 ± 1 and 77, ± 1 according to the statistics of line k and s respectively. This allows
us to write

= l- + T), N3(x) (B.13)

and equation which can now be used in eq.(B.lO). In order to obtain the physical ampli-
tudes we must now perform the following analytic continuations

POj -» Po,- + «i (B.14)

and consequently

Qo. -* Ç Ca7(POj + iej)
i

= Qo1 +*€,. (B.15)

The Green's function F, after setting k0 — x+Qo. as integration variable, takes the familiar
form of a 4-dimensional integral

n»/[(*b - Qv,, + «. - ie.')2 " "M (B.16)

which is a generalization of eq.(3.16) for bosons or fermions with chemical potentials, with
$ given now by

9.) = \\ + N*(k - Q,)} [An(k - Q1) - AA(k - Q9)). (B.17)
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B. 2 Applications

In parrallel with the discussion at the end of section 2 let us consider a process pi —* qj
which proceeds via a single virtual particle of momentum k (Fig. 3a)), the Feynman
amplitude is (we assume a vanishing chemical potential)

) A(wn,k) H(iuaik;iunj,qj)

where n = Enj and k = Spj. We have introduced the propagator in ITF

A(iwB,if)=:i/[(iwn)2-P]

Making the analytic continuation to real energies, we get

- i F ( p , n + ichpi',qoj + « > , ? > ) = ( - 2

H{k0 + 16(,EiQ1J + »«j. «3) (B.20)

where we have set
e, = Se; = Se,-. (B.21)

The propagator Aft(&) is the retarded or advanced propagator if e< is positive or negative
respe.ùvely. This expression for the function F is to be compared with eq.(2.32): it is
seen that, in general, the real time amplitude is the sum of the two possible retarded or
advanced continuation of the ITF formulation. A particular illustration of this is given in
section 4.3 for the case of amplitudes with four external legs.

For a process p« —» m which goes via two virtual particles of momenta k and A:' = S p 1 - k
(Fig. 3b)), the imaginary energy amplitude is, in an obvious notation where we omit the
space momenta,

- iF(twn j ; iwn i) = ( - 0 2 ( 2 T T ) - 4 f d!fc (2iirT) S G{iuni; WnMn)
 A(«*«)

A(ZW,',) H(iu>nMn'MtJ) (B.22)

where n' = En* — n. Using the general expression eq.(3.16) and singling out the poles of
the propagators A(fc) and A(A') from the poles (s) of G and H, we may write

-i.F(pOi + iei]qOj + iej) = (27r)"4 Jd*k

16,,A0,^, + iet) A61(AJ') H(kOyk'{) + ie ( ;çOj + »>>)

+ iciik,, + iet,k'o) Af,(Ai) //(As0 + iet,k'0;qi}. + ie>)

- Qs) [(k - Qsf - mi] G(pOi + «iî fcu + iea, k'o + iet - ie9)

Ae.(A:) Aet_e.(A!') H(AJ0 + « „ K + iet - te,; qOi + ùj)} (B.23)

where c, and et are defined in eqs.(3.15) and (B.21) respectively and k'o = po — k0.
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In general, the amplitudes depend on how the analytic continuation to real energies
is done. If all the e, and Cj of the amplitudes F and H are taken positive, in the case of
a single virtual particle eq.(B.21) implies that e, is positive and the propagator is of the
retarded type. But in the case of two virtual particles i.e. a loop diagram, in eq.(B.23)
we may have both e, and et — e, positive (corresponding to A/i(k) and An(k') ) or one of
them positive and the other negative (corresponding to Ayj(fc) and A..\(k') or conversely).
The above equation can be compared with the real time expression, eq.(2.33) only after
the relations between the various G and F have been implemented.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The contour in the complex time plane of
the real-time formalism.

Fig. 2 The vertex diagrams in the tree approximation.
Fig. 3 Convolution product of two amplitudes with

a) one virtual particle;
b) n virtual particles.

Fig. 4 The integration contours of the complex energy
in the imaginary time formalism.

Fig. 5 The self-energy diagram in the one-loop approximation.
Fig. 6 The vertex diagram in the one-loop approximation

for the evaluation of the transformed amplitude.
Fig. 7 The vertex diagram in the one-loop approximation in

the notation of ref. [14].
Fig. 8 The box diagram in the one-loop approximation.
Fig. 9 Scattering diagrams in the tree approximation.
Fig. 10 The self-energy diagram in the 2-loop approximation.
Fig. 11 Diagramatic interpretation of eq.(5.4).
Fig. 12 The vertex diagram in the 2-loop approximation.
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